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of reason and speech.

The bond of

society consists

Cicero
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NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION NEW JERSEY

October 29, 1970

Weiss Gives Annual State
Of the College Address
by Jean R. Lizerman
Dr. Nathan Weiss gave his
second ann ual State of the College
address on Thursday, October 29,
1970, at 1:40 p.m. This was an
a ll-c o lleg e assembly, but
three-fourths of the audience were
teachers.
Before the speech, Dr. Weiss
presented the President's Cup to
the Renata Club, the organization
which showed the most
distin guishe d academic
achievement during the pa st year.
This organization has won it three
years in a row. so the cup will
now be retired to this
organization.
President Weiss started his
speech by stating the enrollment
plans for the next few years.
There arc 4500 full-time st ud ents,
an increase of over 600. The
graduate division has 7,600. The

President Nathan Weiss

Visitors GlilT.IJJse

College Life
By Noreen Daly
On Friday, October 23 starting
at one o'clock, a multitude of
interested people began flocking
inte the TPA. Purpose? To
become acquainted with Newark
State, to see what we offer - not
only academically but in campus
life and just to get in "I was
there" view of college. The
majority of visitors were high
school seniors, hopeful future
Newark Staters, transfers, and
those wanting to acquire further
education . Afl were greeted by
two sheets of paper , a blue one
and a white one, as well as by the
many upperclassmen who devoted
their time as guides. First on the
agenda was an assembly starring
three of the school's most
influential people. The
presentation commenced with Dr.
Weiss who spoke in general of our
"multi-purposed" institution with
its "solid subject matter
grounding". He mentioned the
rapid changes which are
confronting our school but how
we are meeting them and relating
to time realities. To many, our
image comes across as a teacher's
college. Dr. Weiss helped to clarify
these opinions by telling the
visitors about many of our
programs, which include social
welfare, sociology, economics,
english, and math. Also brought
·up in "telling it like it is" was the
highly crowded General Elemtary
Education Department, and the
uncrowded Special Education
Program. Speaking about course
studies, Dr. Weiss mentioned our
new developing computer science
and industrial technology majors.
In conclusion he welcomed all

present in the . auditmce and
wished them good luck.
Dean Parks came to the floor
next. In welcoming the informal
listeners, he told them that not
only by attending our school arc
they part of the academic world
but that they are taking a place in
the development of the college.
As Dean of Students, he offered
his counseling related to his "open
door" policy, as well as counseling
by students to help other students
in the Counseling center. The
topic of a pplicants and
applications also .came up at the
meeting. Five thousand requests
for admission applications have
already been received in the
Townsend offices, and for the
first time, there is a possibility for
freshman admission for the
February semester. In closing
Dean Parks wished them good
luck and gave encouragement by
saying "there is a place for
everyone" in college .
Last of the speakers was Mr.
Dave Lichtenstein the President of
Student Org. who very informally
spoke of the "completely
different worlds" of high school
and college. In high school, you
are taught "what to do," while in
a campus surrounding you learn
"how to think." Incorporate
Student Organization was also a
topic in his rap, the power they
have on campus, the money and
activities they control. For
example, this year, they
themselves ran the overnight
freshman orientation; the number
of students with positions on all
of the committees in school ; the
one third of a million dollars they
have reign' over; the concerts and
(Continued on Page 2)

Schools
Understaffed

D espite widely publicized
claims that the teach er shortage is
finally over. some "hills and
valleys" remain in the availability
of fully qualified instructors,
reports the New Jersey Education
Assn.
"Far from suffering from an
oversupply of teachers," says an
editorial in an issue of the NJ EA
REVIEW, "our schoo ls are
suffering from understaffing ."
In stead of surpluses. the
nation's schoo ls would be
reporting a shortage of over
150,000 teachers this year if they :
I. Replaced all teachers
holding
substandard
qualifications.
2. Hired enough teachers to
end split sessions and to break up
overcrowded classes .
3 . Put the t rained English or
social studies teachers trying to
cope with Science or math classes
back where they belong.
4. Revived new projects which
have been kept on the drawing
board , cut back, or discontinued
for lack of qualified personnel.
Geography and ·the subject
involved influence the number of
ca ndidat es a school district
receives for vacant positions,
NJEA reports.
Geographically, communities
located close to colleges this year
tended to attract more teachers
than they needed. However ,
"other corners of the state find it
as hard as ever to get teachers to
move out to them ."
In subject matter, humanistic
fields such as English and social
studies have attracted an
oversupply of candidates. But
shortages remain in mathematics,
physical sciences, industrial arts,
remedial reading, speech
correction, and girls physical
education.
(Continued on Page 2)

co llege will be increased next fall recruiting more students for other
by 25 0. There will be an professions besides teaching, such
additional increase of 25 0 day as computer science , social work,
students for 1972 . The enrollment etc. The next goal for the college
goal is 6,000 full-time students for is to form an Intercollegiate
consort--a system which would
the fall of 1974.
enable
the exchange of students
New students this year
we re transfer students from and faculty with other colleges in
county colleges. We have also New Jersey.
Dr. Weiss cited several
raised the total of minority
students to 8% (Black and Puerto innovations which have been
Rican). In the future. with federal recently instituted at Newark
funds, the college plans to build St ate, such as a budgetary
~part ment-like structures instead advisory commission to review
of dormitories for the studen ts. economis
requests, a
There has also been an increase of Vice-President of academic affairs,
40 in the faculty, bringing the a Dean of Arts and Sciences, a
total to 342 faculty members.
decentralization system and a
Dr. Weiss stated the possibility advisement personnel, a Graduate
of a I (Y'A, cut in State funds which .student internship, a day-care
would mean that new faculty center, a focus on new
could not be added. This would construction and research, an
raise the ratio of st udents per ombudsman and plans for the
teacher from 16 to I to 18 lo I . establishment of a student and
Dr. Weiss believes this is an facully coffee hour in the Down
U 11 for I U 11 ate
ti Ill C for the +fall Lounge .
Dr. Weiss repeated that if
possibility of a c utback in funds.
This administration has hired Governor Cahill stops funds,
more diverse faculty with more Newark STate wo uld have to stop
retention. promotion and tenure. growing with just six thousand
Quoting the "Scranton students .
In closing, Dr. Weiss said that
Commission" Dr. Weiss slated
tJrnt "teaching and research is a the prospects are far greater than
college's central mission ." He the problems and that if we will
accept the challenge for a great
clearly advocated this view.
Newark State is increasingly college, it will be greater.

Dear Stone:
I really have some concerns, not so much about the use of drugs ,
but concerns about the people using drugs . It is difficult enough to
examine why drugs are being used and th e frequent retort is , "I am
doing my own thing." Great for your baby ,j ust as long as you ' re bright
enough and concerned enough to realize that there is a point when
"doing your own thing" may possibly fuck up another "person." r am
not even saying another "friend" because I don't believe that the
sharing of (lrugs or the exlension of draig hospitality is related to
friendship . I think it is more an ego thing like being the cause of a wild,
groovy. orgasim that causes your partner to say - "man, you' re really
great because you made it happen to me ." It seems that if "your own
thing" involves turning people on to a variety of drugs (not just pot)
the drug apostle should be concerned about the effects of those drugs
on the other person .
Isn't there a drug morality m our drug culture? Shouldn't drugs
be used as part of friendship instead of apart from it? Shouldn't you
know something about the readiness, the experience, the age difference
of the person you want to share with? Willingness is not enough .
Friendship should be built upon a trust relationship . The trust
relationship should not involve demanding initiation rights into drugs.
" Doing your own thing" as the answer is the ultimate retread, so
much so, that it deserves no comment except that it totally splits itself
away from any concern for people . ls c1 ,ncern to be defined as being
occupied with only your own head, and not another pe.rson's? The line
cannot be that rigid that you are unable to barge 1rtto a portion of
someone else's life to help them from getting unnecessarily hurt.
Like any culture, the drug culture must be treated as a
complicated series of life experiences. It cannot have its simple yesses
and no's. A bummer is not a drug experience, it is a human experience.
Are you somehow deluded into accepting as friends those people
you can groove with while on drugs? Is there a deeper possibility for
the sharing of personal human qualities which exist separately from a
drug high? Have you ever looked around your circle of friends and
asked yourself what you most admi re in them? A drug "guru" may be a
potential friend of yours but you must admit to yourself that you have
not reached this level of relationship with him. Check your head , check
your friends, you may be getting a cut stash.
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Theater Arts and
Speech... Now ·!
By Carolyn Hughes

At present there is no program,
major or minor, in theatre arts
and speech at NSC. A large group
of students have been working
hard to initiate such a program ,
hopefully starting next semester.
We feel we can satisfy any
_arguments or questions that may
arise. We have support on all
levels. This program was proposed
ten years ago when it was
po sitively received by the
Admin i st rat ion. Courses have
been mapped out and now the
building which is designed to
house the fine and performing arts
i~ almost complete .
We admit we want this
program for ourselves - it is our ·
fut ures that are involved. But
theater arts can also benefit the
whole college communit y and the
outside community as well. In
surrounding comm unities NSC is
beco m ing k n ow n for fine
theatrical prod uctions. Bu t it is
difficult to devote the rnany hours
that are needed for this kind of
production to an extra-curricular
activity such as t he Theatre Guild.
If this time could be credited to a
maj or or mino r in theatre arts and
speech , many more students co uld
p artic ip a t e without fear of
neglecting schoolwork and more
productions could be planned.
T o day , the de m and fo r
teache rs is reaching ·a new low ,

Schools

Understaffed
(Continued from Page 1)

"Most colleges haven' t begun
t o cope with the demands of
supplying first-rate teacher~ for
ment ally , emotionally, and
physically handicapped children ,"
reports the NJEA REVIEW.
"Almost ignored is the need for
collegiate-level training programs
that produce anything like the
members of teachers needed in
rapidly growing vo cationaltechnical education."
In addition , NJEA comments,
few colleges are turning out
graduates specifically trained to
work in problem-plagued schools
of the big cities.
''The last thing anyone should
do is assume we've licked our
problems of teacher supply ," says
NJEA. "The focus of preparation
in some areas should shift. But
even more important, we must
shift financial resources into
staffing schools as we know they
should be."

Glimpse
(Continued from Page 1)

athletic activities, such as Melanie
in December, and the Moody
Blues and Kinks during the second
semester. Lichenstein ended the
assembly by saying "when you're
here, you' re part of us".
The encouraged and interested
visitors then had the remainder of
the day to tour the school
grounds, sample art and music
exhibits and just be "part of us
for a while".

which will affect a lot of students
at NSC . But teachers with a minor
in theater arts and speech, or a
major in theater with a minor in
education , are in great demand ,
especially in secondary schools.
For a student who wants to
continue stud ying and eventually
go on to a theatrical career, a
theater and speech major is a
necessity. He must be able to
apply theory taught in the
classroom in workshops. He needs
more o pportunity to act than is
provided by extra-curricular
activities. One of the biggest
complaints in the acting field
today is that the young people are
not properly prepared or trained.
We know that American Theater
will not crumble without our
t alen ts - but must we be denied
t he opport unity to even try to
become a part of it? Theate r
today is a large part of our
culture.
Even the stude nts who have no
inte re st in theater as a career can
b enefit by and enj oy these
courses. It may introduce him to a
f asc in at ing me an s of
co mmuni catio n
a nd
self-expression. It may simply
make him aware of the varied
aspects of the perfo rming arts. He
may become more culturally
enriched and appreciative of the
arts . It may give him poise and
self-confidence when speaking in
front of an audi'ence. Lastly , he
may just enjoy working on the
produ ctions, and enjo y learning
and experiencing something new.
That in itself is quite a lot.

Servicemen Assisted in Education
Mr. Foster F. Diebold , Director
of the Division of College
Development announced the
College 's parti ci pation in
"Identity '70 ," a program
designed to assist servicemen in
their preparations for higher
education.
"Identity '70" is a cooperative
effort between Staten Island
Community College and Newark
State, which is structured to meet
the needs of Fort Dix personnel in
preparing them for college-level
courses. According to Mr . William
Vincenti, author and coordinator
of the project at Newark State,
"this proposal represents the first.
step in meeting the needs of a
large segment of the New Jersey
veteran of the Viet Nam era."

the test , the recommendations of
the SJ.C .C. staff, and the Newark
St ate Review Coordinator , a
qualified serviceman will be
offered an existing program
within the Division of Field
Services at Newark State .
Several admissions programs
are available , including a
developmental coursework
program, a "pre-matriculation"
program which offers 16 semester
hours of college credit , and a full
matriculation program.
Enrollment in a program will be
predicated on the score attained
in the School and College Ability
Test . This test, along with
academic advisement , registration
and counseling will be provided
through the Newark State
veteran's advisor in cooperation
At the present time S.l.C .C. with the Division of Field
has a staff of twelve instructors Services.
and counselors who work with
serviceme n in the areas of reading,
Projections thus fa r indicate
writing , mathematics and "human th at nearly 100 servicemen fro m
re lations." NSC will initially Ne w J ers ey w ill enroll in
utilize t~e S.I .C.C . structure to " Identit y '70," and that many of
assist the New Jersey veteran . At these stude nts will eventually
the conclusion of a 12-week enter here. While still in its early
program, the School and College stages, Mr. Vincenti noted "as the
Ability Test will be administered program develops, funds will be
to the servicemen . On the basis of sought from various state and

19 Yr. Old
Vote
by Ina White

Classified
How' s the Florida sunshine ,
Turkey (Colonel , Coolbreeze,
Tumbleweed)?

Last year a similar referendum
authorizing the lowering of the
voting age to 18 was also
overwhelmingly rjected .

Interested in your health
and figure? ·
Now forming Bicycling Club
of New Jersey . Write P.O. Box
No . 4 , Elizabeth , New Jersey .

* * *
For Sale: Hollywood double
bed ; walnut-chrome breakfast
set with two upholstered swivel
chairs ; sofa - all six months
old , very reasonable. Call
33S-8694 after 6 .

Mr. Vincenti noted that the
program will seek the
establishment of off-campus
centers to reach the needs of
servicemen and veterans in the
program. He added that "Identity
'70" will also seek to establishe
programs of a rememdial or
college level nature to all of the
New Jersey Veterans hospital s.
For those students who plan to
attend NSC on a full-time basis,
Mr. Vincenti indicates hopes that
financial assistance will become
available .
President Weiss, added "the
veteran of today is taking full
advantage of his benefits, and
many are entering college after
their service time is over." He
added "Newark added, " it is also
possible that foundation support
will be provided in the such as
"Identity '70" to meet their very
specific needs."

Lichtenstein Plans

For the second year in a row ,
New Jersey noters have dec reed
that those under 2 1 are unfi t to
cast ballots and have defeated a
referendum lowering the voting
ago to J 9 . The final tally was
783 ,753 no and S8S ,611 yes. The
unofficial Union County results:
74,81S no 56,2 56 yes.

* * *

federal sources as well as from
veterans' organizations." He
added , "it is also possible that
foundation support will be
provided in t he near future which
will provide funds for
scholarships, financial aid , tutorial
programs and housing facilities. "

The fate of the lower voting
age , now rest with the Supreme
Court. The Court is now in the
process of deciding whether a
recently passed federal law
granting the vo te to 18-year-olds
in all SO states is constitutional. If
the Supreme Court rules that the
federal government does have the
constitutional. If the Supreme
Court rules that the federal
government does have the
constitutional right to regulate
states election policies, the results
of Tuesday's referendum will be
voided and New Jersey
18-year-olds, like I 8-year-olds
across the couh try , will get the
vote.

Dave Lichtenstein , president of
Student Organization , has made
known a p roposal fo r the
i nstit u tio n o f a Supreme
Court-type of boa to be an

each year. For exampl e, in the
fi rst year, the court might consist
of two seniors, two juniors, and
one sophomore; the followi ng
year, thedistribu tion migh t change
fro m th e two-two -one to

exte n ,oio n o f Studant_ Ocg .

t

The proposal , which will be
brough t up before council in the
corning weeks, will all ow for a five
,e,ber bpard pr cpirt wotj tje sp?e
ditu pf omter] retomg tje Student
Organization Constitution . It is
hoped that decisions made by the
court as to the constitutionality
or unconstitutionality of certain
procedures and their technical
legality will help alleviate
time-consuming discussions during
council meetings as well as tension
and personal misunderstandings
which frequently hold up
Council 's progress on many issues.
If and when the court becomes
a reality, the five members would
be appointed with Council
approval by the Student Org.
president the first year. The
membership will be a two-tow-one
distribution , with an order change

one-two-two. When appointed , a
member would not have to
relinquish his position at the end
of the school year or when a new
Student Org. president comes in.
He can, if he chooses, be a board
member until his graduation. In
essense, this means each new
president would make only one or
two new appointments to the
board each year (assuming no
other members resign) to fulfill
the one or two positions left open
by the graduating senior
member(s). Commenting on the
proposal, Mr. Lichtenstein said : "I
think that as the Student Body
and the Student Organization
expand, Student Organization
must institute new methods of
checks and balances to protec t
students from the sole arbitrary
judgment of one or two persons."

by Betty Wetzler

o -o
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Five New Appointees
Serve N.S.C.

Dr. Eugene B. Finch , professor 'Sigma honor society . Dr. Finch
of economics at Newark State, has was also the re cipient of
been appointed as the chairman of University of Cambridge (UK.)
the new economics department. Scholarships for four years of his
A native of India, Dr. Finch study. While in India he served as
To John Ostrosky: Hi! How
The voting Age Coalition, received his bachelor and master's the head of the economics
are t hings? If you have time •
composed of students from the degrees from the University of dep a rtment at th e Ewang
drop by the INDEPENDENT
state colleges, waged a vigorous Allahabad, Allahabad , India and a Christi;m College of Allahabad ,
office during College Free
campaign on behalf of the doctorate in economics from and the principal of the Baldwin
Hour on Tuesday and. pay me a
referendum , which numbered Syracuse University . Prior to Boy' s High School of Bangalore.
visit!
among
its supporters Govenor joining the faculty, Dr. Finch In 196S he was elected the
Janet
Cahill and former Govener · served as an assistant professor of President of the All-India Heads
* * *
Richard Hughes and Robert ~onornics at the University of of European Schools Association.
Meyner . Through radio North Dakota.
Since assuming the department
Dr. Finch is the author of "The
advertising, press releases and the
chairmanship
at the opening of
First
Five
Year
Plan
of
India:
You've been looking for a
distribution of bumper stickers,
classified ad for so long that
the Coalition tried to publicize Uttar Pradesh A Case In Point." the current academic year , Dr.
your friends thought it high
the referendum and improve the He ·is a member of the American Finch has initiated a series of
time to write you one.
image of young people in the Economics Association, the courses designed to meet the
to J & B - Your very own
minds of the average voter ,· American Association of needs of area businessmen, and
(Continued on Page 3)
l)niversity Professors and Chi Eta
Classified Ad.
apparently unsuccessfully.

* * *

•
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Council Passes
Recruitment Policy
by Kathy Renaud
chairman have much more limited
In action at last ·Friday's responsibil ities and much outsid e
meeting, Student Council voted to •help. He also chided Council for
accept the policy on employment approving these scholarships when
recruitment recommended by the only ½ of the Student Council
subcomm ittee of the College officers now receive scholarships.
Co n fere n ce Committee . The Mr. Matos' petition was short of
28-3-4 vote, toge ther wi th the the 625 signatures necessary fo r a
approval already received from referendum. However, he said the
the Faculty Senate gives the petitions are still circulating and
Placement officials guidelines with he will have the signatures
regards to dealing with business, necessary by the next meeting.
industrial, education and military
Jim Harrison, chairman of the
recruiters .• Council also Council Re-apportionment
overwhelmingly approved a Committee proposed an
Faculty Senate amendment to ammendment to the Student
the original document allowing Organization Constitution that
only equal opportunity employers would change the number of
members of the Council by
to recruit on this campus.
Former Student Organization classes. According to this
"each class shall
Vice-President , Paul Matos . amendment
appeared at the Council meeting have representation based on its
with a petition from members of total population . The
the student body requesting a representation will be one
referendum on the scholarships of representative for every hundred
the INDEPENDENT editor, students, but not to exceed twelve
MEMORABiLIA editor, and CCB representatives for any one class."
chairman that Council approved The registrar's official class lists
at their last meeting. Matos said, will determine class population.
although he approved of the The amendment comes up for
INDEPENDENT editor's discussion and Council approval in
scholarship because his is "a full two weeks.
In other Council business Tom
time job. He puts out a paper
every week." The editor of O'Donnell and Alan Farber were
MEMORABILIA and CCB approved as student

Little Prince Takes
~-A book At Man-----.. . . .
By E. Chilakos

A Little Prince left his planet,
Asteroid B-612, so he could visit
other planets and see how people
on other planets Jive. His
vi sitations ended with Earth
which he was advised to visit
"Because it is a very good planet
to see ." The following is a
summary of his journey . (Taken
from the book, The Little Prince
by Antoine de St. Exupery).

ONCE UPON A TIME
A LITTLE PRINCE TOOK

A LOOK AT MAN
(Asteriod B-612)
If you were to ask a flower
what she thought of man, she
would probably tell you , "They
have no roo ts, they make their life
very difficult." (I) A rose stays
rooted to the ground . It has its
claws to protect it against animals.
Oh , to be a rose.
Man comes in great varieties.
He ma y be a tippler who drinks to
fo rge t he has a drinking habit. He
may be a business man who
only deals with that of which has
con sequence. Some men are
conceited and wait for admirers to
compliment them so they ca n tip
their hats in thanks. Some men
beco me kings who give out orders
to the order-takers who are too
bu sy taking o rders to think abo ut
themselves. There are judges who
j udge others because it is much
too difficult to judge o neself. Also
there a re men who are
geographers who send out
explorers to get evidence that
there are mountains, rivers, and
lakes in certain places so he can
record this information .
Geographers do not think that

flowers are important because
flowers are ephemeral.
There used to be a blind man
who would walk through the
park. He loved nature with all his
heart. He would stop by the lake
to hear the ducks play in the
water. He would hear the wind
blowing the tree leaves and hear
the squirrels playing about . He
would smile as he " heard" the
world around him . "What a foul ,"
the people would say , " why does
he insist to walk through the park
inhis total darkness?"
Man is like the baobabs. He
cotnes on so big and strong as he
cuts deep the very earth that
holds his existence.
It is the ch ii dren who
understand this world . It is their
imagination that hears the stars
laughing and sees the ocean
dancing. It is the children who can
tame the fox and talk to the
flower. A child picks a friend
becau se he likes the sound of his
voice. Only a child could fall in
love with a shabby , old ho use
beca use he knows there is hidden
treasure somewhere buried in the
back ya rd.
The grown-ups are odd . They
can mistake a picture of a boa
co nstrictor fro m the outside as a
hat. They will tell yo u that
geography, histo ry, arithmetic,
and grammer are the answers to
life. Grown-u ps deal with "that
w hich is consequence ;" they
would not eve n attempt to look
for a well in the middle of the
Sahara Desert. Grown-ups say
children think balderdash.
"If man would only clean out
his violenc~ - then they wouldn't
givehimtrouble ."(2)
E. Chilakos

" troubleshooters" for Dean Parks'
office. Lynn Pacrul was appointed
to sit on the Promotion,
Retention and Tenure Committee
for the Dean of Students Office,
and Steve Wance was named
Council's parlimentary advisor.
Vacancies on the Council for the
senior class were filled by Bob
Giannotti and John Ziska.
The parking appeals board was
also reorganized to include one
administrator, one staff member
and one faculty member as well as
its previous student members in
order to function as an all College
Appeals Board.
Council will take a one-week
recess and meet again on Friday,
Nov. 13.

NJEA
Convention
The annual convention of the
New Jersey Education Assn. will
be held Nov. 5-7. 50,000
public-school teachers are
expected to attend the convention
at Atlantic City for three days of
study into educational problems
and professional improvement.
General-session speakers
include consumer crusader Ralph
Nader and newspaper columnist
Jack Anderson . Anderson, author
of the syndicated " Washington
Merry-Go-Round ," goes "Inside
Washington" at 8 p.m. Nov . 5.
Nad e r , who has conducted
anti-corporate campaigns for auto
safety and meat inspection , tells
o f " Environmental Hazards:
Man-Made and Man-Remedied" at
2 p.m. Nov. 6. Both sessions are in
Convention Hall.
Other general-sessio n speakers
include James H. Blair, director of
the N .J . State Division on Civil
Rights; Mrs. Helen Bain of
Nashville , Tenn ., president of
NJEA . Mr. David Barnhart, Spec .
Ed. student-teaching supervisor at
N SC , will pre side a t an
organizational meeting, Thursday ,
Nov. 5, today
Over 50 organizatio ns will
condu ct meetings in such fields as
science, mathematics, reading, and
Special Ed. In all , the conventio n
program incl udes several hund red
meet i ngs, works h o p s, a n d
conferences to examine
educational prob lems or improve
teaching effectiveness. Convention
Hall will house more than 700
exhibits displaying the latest in
educationa l equ ipment and
materials.

New Appointees
(Continued from Page 2)
Mr. Anthony Oliva and Mr.
has expanded the course offerings Thomas L. Puryear were
appointed to new positions in the
in the new major.
Another new department head Admissions Office. Mr. Oliva, the
is Dr. June Moss Handler, new associate director of
professor of early childhood admissions served as the associate
education. She has been named to director of admissions at Newark
the position of Chairman of the College of Engineering prior to his
Department of Early Childhood, appointment here. He is a
and has been serving in that graduate of the school of
capacity since the opening of the economics at Rutgers University
current adademic year.
and holds a masters degree from
A graduate of Brown there as well. Mr. Oliva's primary
University, she later earned a responsibility will be admissions
master of science degree from procedures for incoming freshmen
Bank Street College and a classes.
doctorate from Columbia
Mr. Puryear, a biology graduate
University. She has been a from Montclair State College,
member of the faculty since 1965. joins the staff of the admissions
She is the author of "An Attempt office as an assistant director.
to Change Kindergarten Children's Prior to his appointment he served
Attitude of Prejudice Towards the with the National Teachers Corps
Negro" and the articles, "Pink is a program at South Side High
Good Color ... ?"; "Books for School in Newark. He has
Loving," and "A Man Ain't completed graduate work at
Montclair State College in the
Nothin' But a Man ."
While a member of the faculty, field of student personnel.
Mr. John E. Gallagher Jr., has
Dr. Handler served as an elected
been
appointed assistant to the
member of the Faculty Senate,
the Senate' s executive committee, director of college development.
and the Senate 's Graduate Mr. Gallagher aids Mr. Foster F.
Committee. Dr. Handler has Diebold, the director of the
taught most of the course division of college development.
offerings in the Early Childhood
A graduate in humanities from
curriculum. The Department of Ithaca College (N.Y.), Mr.
Political Science's new chairman is Gallagher served with the New
Dr. John Shenis. Dr. Shenis has Jersey State Department of
been serving as the head of the Community Affairs prior to his
new department since September. appointment. While at the
A graduate of Upsala College in Department of Community
the field of economics, he later Affairs, he was responsible for the
went on to earn both a masters development and direction of the
and doctorate in the field of intern pilot project with state
government from New York universities and colleges; the
University. In 1965 he joined the development and direction of the
faculty and instructed in the fields Intern Alumni · Employment
of American government , world As sistance Program; and the
politics and national issues. Prior research and development of the
to joining the Newark State State-wide Urban Corps Program.
faculty , Dr. Shenis served as an
Mr . G ~llagher will be
assistant professor at Upsala resp o nsible- to initial and
College and at Kent State co ordinate federal and state
supported progcams such as the
University, (Ohio).
Th e author of "Political N e w J e r s e y Edu c ation
Implications of the Civil War in Co nsort ium and Urban Education
G r ee ce, 1 9 44-1 9 49 , On Corps.
Int ern at io n a l Poli ci es and
Thoughts of . That Period ," and
'' P ro v i n c i al a nd L oca l
Adm inistration in Cyprus in
Notice to all Ind ustrial
Comparative and Hi storical
Perspective," Dr. Shenis is a Education Majors. There will be a
s p eaker on su bj ects o f departmental meeting Thursday,
i n te rn at io n a l a n d n atio n al Nov. 12, College Free Hour in
B104. Get involved .
political issues.

Notice
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THE INDEPENDENT -

Privileged
As usual, the INDEPENDENT has been present
at the last two Council meetings. As usual, Council
has sandwiched a few pieces of really good
legislation between the necessary trivia . What is
unusual is the amount of useless, unneccesary and
downright ludicrous trivia that our council has been
harping on for the past two weeks.
So far this year, the INDEPENDENT has been
pretty lenient with Council; however, after what we
have witnessed at the past two meetings, in the
immortal words of our beloved Spiro (whom we
usually don't consider worth quoting) "No more
Mr. Nice Guy."
According to Council procedure : when there is
an over-abundance of noise at a meeting, a Council
member can call for the "Privilege" of hearing
what's going on. Lately there has been so much
kibbutzing that no one can even hear when privilege
is being asked.
The time has come for the student body to
demand "Privilege" from their Council . We elected
you to serve us• not to re-enact the "Zoo Story" on
Friday nights. When it comes right down to the
cold, hard facts, we have granted you the
"Privilege'· of representing us a privilege which
carries a responsibility that you have failed to live
up to in the past two weeks.
Enough of this roll call noting just for the hell
of it. Enough of this objecting to consent on
resolutions that will obviously pass just for the sake
of objecting. Enough of these childish antics by the
supposedly mature young adults who sit on our
governing body. The INDEPENDENT will go as far
as to say if we see any more of these absurdities and
we will invoke our own "Personal Privilege•· and
gegin naming specific individuals who we feel the
constituency should reconsider as to their possesion
of the maturity level necessary to sit on the Council.
There is one member of the Council that we
feel we must single out now, not because of his
maturity level, but because of his office! Mr.
Uchtensteen, YOU are the presiding officer . Don't

you command enough respect from your counciJ to
maintain order in the body? And while we are on
the subject of your report with the Council , we
sincerely hope you don't plan to make a habit of
changing your _rulings when a Council member has
the "audacity" (or shall we call it good sense) to
challenge the Chair. After all , the Chair is certainly
not infallible. You chided one of your councilmen
when he made a sincere effort to make suggestions
for remedying the situation and said something with
regards to setting an example himself. Mr.
Lichtenstein you, too should set an example examples are best the top.

K.M.R.

.. by Phil Frank

Sound
and
Fury
I
Human
Response

To The Editor:
It is inhuman that someone
could be so glib about death. I am
referring to Mr. Gorski's letter on
Janis Joplin's death. It is too trite
to say that society killed her, but
when a person has to resort to
drugs, it isn't necessarily because
they are bad, or want to support
the Mafia (!), but, because
those people around him are not
empathetic human beings. Janis
Joplin was idolized and adored by
millions as a performer, not as a
person. She had to fit into her
role on the stage. Her escape was
tragic and pitiful - I could not
calmly say "good ridance."
Lois Mattson

Question
To the Editor:
In response to "anonymous"
on abortion in the October 22nd
issue of the Independent. It's too
bad that life's problems can not
be disposed of as easily as
"anonymous" unborn, unwanted
child. She wrote that an abortion
"would be the best thing for my
boyfriend and me , our
relationship, and the child itself.
To this statement, I would have to
agree;
however,
with
one
qualification, the abortion would
not be the best solution but the
easiest solution and only for two
of the people involved. As for the
child, well, I'm afraid I can't
speak for him, "anonymous" can;
however, and I suppose it was her
mother's intuition that led her to
the conclusion that her child
would have preferred death to
life.
The problem of abortion is a
problem of selfishness. How far is
a couple willing to go in the way
of sacrifice
to
avoid
the
destruction of human life? Is the
couple's happiness and peace of
mind equal to the death of one
unborn child? I'm not much of a
mathematician but the equation
doesn't seem to balance.
Anthony J . Oleck

Still
Unlikely
To the Editor,
It is ironic that George
Dvorsky, in the Oct. 29 edition of
Sound and Fury, said that my
article, "Track Looks Unlikely" ,
was "ghost-written by Spiro
Agnew." I would say that Dr.
Dvorsky is the one to be
compared to our Vice-President ,
for he, too resorts to baseless,
misleading criticisms on subjects
he knows little about.
The facts in question:
l) He feels an instructor would
not be needed, that a student
committee would be sufficient.
Mr. Waterman, however, felt one
would be needed and that the lack
of one was a valid reason that
NSC is without a team.
2) Mr. Watem1an admitted we
could use another school's track if

necessary , but he then revealed
that he has a difficult time getting
his football team together at the
same time (due to jobs,
commuting, etc.) and their field is
in the back of the school!
Transporting an entire team miles
away to Warrinaco Park could be
complicated, if not impossible.
The most ridiculous point
Mr. Dvorsky makes is that "a
shortage of men did not keep the
lacrosse or football teams from
forming." This means that
although we have a shortage, we
can still have a team. If he was to
talk to Mr. Waterman, he would
find that as of Oct. 14 at 11 :00
(the time of my interview), not
one, repeat, NOT ONE male
student approached the athletic
director with any desire to start a
team. As a matter of fact, I was
the first to say anything to him
about this idea, and he was
extremely surprised!
So the next time you chose to
criticize an article, Mr. Dvorsky,
check the facts first. You might
learn something that way.
Ruth Varev '74

Be Just

To the Editor,
Lately, some complaints have
been made and now everybody is
dissatisfied with the handling of
our Student Activity fees "Where' s our money going? Who
decides how to spend it? How do
I benefit?" on Friday, October
23, the Student Org. voted to give
tuition scholarships to the editor
of Dana, the editor of the
Independent and the chairman of
the College Center Board. The
scholarship money would come
from our Student Activity fees.
Due to the "new awareness",
someone has decided to make a
case out of something, the
scholarship fund being most
convenient, Now we will have a
referendum vote to let the
students decide how ½ of I% of
their money will be spent. The
students, of course having heard
how "They don't care what They
do with your money" , will vote
the scholarships down and then,

satisfied that JUSTICE WILL BE
DONE, will once again sit back
while Student Activity fees are
spent on new curtains for the
janitor's closet , free hairspray in
the girls room, and Norman
Rockwell to illustrate next year's
parking stickers.
The editor of DANA, the
editor of the INDEPENDENT,
and the Chairman of CCB put in a
lot of time and effort doing a job
for US the students,time .and
effort just as easily put into
working at Two Guys, earning
money for tuition. A little
financial recognition to these
people might be money well
spent, but whether or not you
want 35c of your Student
Activity fee spent on scholarships,
PLEASE don't vote down the
plan just to protest all the other
ways your money has been used.
It will really be too bad if
something good like a scholarship
fund is sacrificed just to satisfy
our sense of righteous indignation,
G.H ,E.

Editor's Note: The editor of Dana
did not receive a scholarship,
however, the Memorabilia editor
did.

Cheer Up
TO THE EDITOR:

We feel that this paper should
support one group on this campus
which suffers much abuse
unjustly . The big push has been
on this fall to go out and support
our new team-the football team .
The only people who really
support them, and the only group
who is criticized for it are Newark
States fine cheerleaders, yes fine,
because we work hard andreally
believe in the team everyone was
so skeptical about. All people
around here can do is tear us
apart, many thinking that they
could do a better job in our place .
Many of the complainers do not
realize the work and effort that
goes into a cheering squad. We are
(Continued on Page 8)
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by Ken Wilson
I have remained publicly silent too long on an issue which
required my immediate action. I'm referring, of course, to the
seemingly innocent but truly pernicious existence of the Ken Wilson
Fan Club.
The organizers, most of whom are Sigma Beta Tau brothers, have
made it difficult for me to appear anywhere on campus without the
accompaniment of sarcastic shouts of "Wilson! Wilson!".
I do not wish to ex_plore the motivations of those students who
spend so much time exercising such futile gestures. However, the effect
these students have on my ability to interact with other students is
worth investigating.
1 can distinquish two basic attitudes which have appeared along
with the appeareance of the club, and neither has done anything to help
anyone.
The first attitude is one of false friendship which knowing my
name seems to engender. I have been stopped by total strangers
approaching me as if they knew me and who have no idea why I am the
center of attention. These students must recognize the ridicule inherent
in the fan club and project their outstretched fingers in a manner which
is supposed to imply that they, too, are able to ridicule Ken Wilson
even though they do not know why. They are like followers of Agnew;
they assume that whoever is ridiculing me must have good reasons.
In my column I have satirized members of the college community
and I have always been explicit about my reasons for ridiculing them:
that is one method I have used to express my point of view.
I have ridiculed ; I can accept ridicule , but not from those who
refuse to justify even in their own terms the reasons for ridiculing me,
and I cannot at all tolerate the ridicule which comes from those who
are following others and do not know why I am the subject of such
ridicule.
Thus I would not mind a leaflet being circulated under my
caricature if the persons distributing the leaflet would express
disagreement with some of my points of view. Not one of the students
involved has done this, nor has any student explained his reasons for
making me the object of his ridicule . The second attitude is more
destructive. Some students (and administrators) have actually accused
me of starting the club myself in order to spread my name around
campus so that l could easily win the election for President of Student
Organization in the Spring.
I have no interest in being President of Student Organization and
will not run . I have had an interest in representing a minority point of
View on Student Council, but because of the ridicule and distrust
which the fan club has generated, I find it difficult to effectively
represent any point of view as a council member.
I, therefore will resign as a councilman unless the useless activities
of the fan club cease immediately.
I might add that I do not think very much will be Jost by my
absence from council and I think my replacement, Gary De Carolis, has,
on the other hand, much to offer.
Finally, then, the fun is over. I admit I enjoyed some of the
attention, but my primary reason for being at Newark State is not to
draw attention. I look forward to having fun, but not at my uwn
expense.
You've had the last laugh.

ACTOR'S CAFE THEATRE
Munn & Central Aves., East Orange

''The Caretaker''
by HAR OLD PINTER
Nov. 5,6,7;

Nov. 12,13,14

SPECIAL REDUCED
STUDENT PRICES
Thurs. & Fri. $2 & $2.50
Sat. $2.40 & $2.90
RESERVATIONS OR 5-1881

* FREE PARKING
Curtain :
Thurs. 7:30 P.M., Fri & Sat: 8:30 P.M ;

Led Zeppelin takes off.

Led Zeppelin has put together
an album which may lose them a
lot of fans. Their new effort, Led
Zeppelin
111,
is
probably,
musically, the best thing they've
ever done, but may alienate their
rather recent "Whole Lotta Love"
scholock
rock
"Mah-mah-miyuh" fans.

becoming ludicrous to satisfy the Berry appropriately called, "Rock
demands of their public.
& Roll Man."
Wild Batter (United Artists
The
McKenna
Mendelson
6766) should get some kind of Mainline is an album (UA 6729)
award for easy listening. The four that was recorded in London last
man group consisting of Rich year and is one of the raunchiest
Garen on lead vocals and drums, blues albums I've ever heard. Joe
John Senne on vocals and guitar, Mendelson has one of the
Steve Price on vocals and bass, roughest voices I've heard in a
I've never heard guitarist Page and Jerry Buchner is completely Jong time and Mike McKenna's
in better form, he has never been unknown to me so I can't go into guitar never plays notes, but
more subdued, more tasteful in great depths about their varied rather belches them out. If you
his career, and his production job musical background. They try a like bad-ass blues in the tradition
is fine. Page leans a lot towards bit of everything in the album but of Johnny Winter's old Imperial
acoustic work on 111, and the they are at their best when album this is a good bet to please.
All the songs are originals and
effect is somewhat startling. I performing folk-rock stuff.
One cut that is very well done range from "Think I'm Losing My
expected to be able to kill this
the
rather lame title Marbles" to " Don't Give Me No
album recalling some of the wall has
of noise technique of Led " Roxanna, Thank You for Goose for Christmas, Grandma." I
Zeppelin 11, but was pleasantly Getting Me High." Other good don't think I have to say
cuts ·include "Oh, Martha" and anymore.
surprised.
Neil Young's "I've Been Waiting
Plant has never been in vocal
For You." Not an outstanding
form, sounding somewhat harsh at
album ,
but
a
nice
one,
times, such as on "Immigration
nonetheless.
Song," wherein his voice is used as
Jody Grind: One Step On
a sort of background instrument
Co-ed Recreational Ice-Skating.
(U.A. 6774) is a mixture of rock
of sorts, reminds one of Lou
and large helpings of jazz which We have the entire Ice-Skating
Criste . . . almost. Plant even
comes off all right. Although I Center in Warinanco Park on
harmonizes with himself on Ill. really don't enjoy jazz slanted pop Wednesdays , Fourth Period, from
''Tangerine" and "That's the groups, the three man band from 12 :25 to 1:25. It is free . If you
Way" are perfect examples of the the United Kingdom does well in want to rent skates, the fee is 50
overdubbing vocal technique that the music department. Tim cents. Mrs. Mary Maroney, author
are done perfectly.
Hinkley is a fine vocalist and of the Maroney Skating Ladder,
Side one · leans more to solid organist and Ivan Zayne's guitar will be there to instruct anyone
rock
than
side two . The work fits in smoothly with the who wants to learn to skate. The
aforementioned
"Immigrant flow of things. Barry Wilson's fine center is covered, so we can skate
Song" and "Celebration Day" are on drums, but side one of the regardless of the weather.
typical L.Z. rock, but without the album, besides featuring an almost Directions for driving to the
raunch, this time around. "Since endless medley, incorporated ,a Cent er are available in the
I've Been Loving You" is Page drum solo that wouldn't have Physical Education Office. ALL
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND
doing what is probably his best been missed.
blues number on the three albums
Probably the biggest flow on STAFF AR.p INVITED TO
Zeppelin's done.
the album is the heavy reliance of ENJOY THIS -RECATIONAL
Side two is my favorite with the group on a horn section ACTIVITY on .JS(ovember 4,
the simplicity of "Gallows Pole" composed of studio musicians November 18, December 2 and
starting off the roster. All the . which was recorded on it's own. December 9.
songs on this side have an acoustic
Side two is a lot easier to take
spine and all are well-done. than side one, this is due mainly
SCIENTIFIC COMPUTER MATCHING
"Bron-Y-our Stomp" is a song to the short length of the pieces in
All Ages Entire U.S.A. Eat. 1966
that no one could have imagined comparison to the 18:50 bonanza
Meet
Mate
Zepplin doing six months ago.
"It n,ally works," acclaim tbouanda
on the first side.
of
our
happily
teamed
couples.
Led Zepplin III is a good
By the way, the album comes
Send for FREE questionnahe.
album. A step forward by a band to an unexpected rock and roll
TEAM Project
who ran the risk of stagnating and finish with a tribute to Chuck
1270 BROADWAY. NYC 10001
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Happy Birthday, Wanda June
by MaryAnn Leidel!

By Bob Abline

Every once in a while a little
item comes down the pipe that is
passed off as a pretty good idea
when in point of fact it is
ab solu tel y utter· pernicious
nonsense, Such is, I think , the
case with an item which appeared
in a recent copy of the STUDENT
ORGANIZATION NEWS. The
item read as follows: "The
Richardson Bill declares that
United States military action in
Indochina is unconstitutional,
therefore , no New Jersey
serviceman can be forced to fight
there unless he gives his written
c!onsent. The Richardson Bill is
our best hope of ending the war."
Now suppose we devoid
ourselves of the paranoia and the
hysteria that tends to surround
the Vietnam question and get to
the heart of the matter. What is
being proposed here is a pure
constitutional question which in
fact has been settled long ago.
This bill attempts to place a law ,
passed by the New Jersey
Legislature, to the point where it
would supercede the United
States Constitution, and that dear
friends is a no,no. In short, it is
unconstitutional.
Now, I am sure that Mr.
Richardson at some point in his
life must hav e taken an
introductory course in American
history, and therefore does not
need to be reminded of the fact
that

the

Constitution

is

the

supreme law of the land, and that
the doctrine of national
supremacy was established in the
early hist ory of the Supreme
Court. Unless Mr. Richardson and
the other supporters of this bill
are keeping a very big secret , that
doctrine of national supremacy
still exists today.
There are three major items in
the Constitution with which this
bill would conflict, First , the
power of Congress to raise and
support armies. Second, the
power of Congress to provide for
organizing armies and disciplining
the Militia , and thirdly, the
Executive power as commander
and chief of the armed forces,
No state can effectively pass
into law a bill which impedes the
power of the federal government
to carry out its functions as
ennumerated in the Constitution,
and the Richardson bill clearly
attempts to do that. Now perhaps
one who supports this bill would
argue that it is designed to test the
war in court and have it declared
unconstitutional, If that is so then

I think Happy Birthday, Wanda
June (written by Kurt Vonneght ,
Jr.) as presented at the Theatre
the bill is still superfluous. The DeLys, on Christopher Street in
Supreme Court has in the past NYC, was supposed to be funny .
always considered the power of But somehow , my exit from the
the exe cu ti ve branch of theatre was shrouded with a
government almost inviolatable in
feeling of revolution at the type
the realm of foreign affairs . The
of humor that was present
Court has viewed such questions
throughout the play.
as "political" in nature and has
Perhaps my concepts of the
never attempted to infringe on the
world are too idealistic but I just
President's power to act in this
couldn't find true humor in the
field . This pertains not only to
soliloquy of a Nazi soldier
Richard Nixon, but to all passed
concerning the murder of a war
executives and to future ones as
prisoner via orange juice
well.
injections. Nor was I
The bill , however, may be seen
entertained
with the narrative
as beginning with the apriori
by Wanda June concerning her
assertion that the war is
death from a drunken truck driver
unconstitutional, which is of
as being the cause of her
course absurd, since the New
unclaimed birthday cake.
Jersey Legislature has no
Don't misunderstand me - the
legitimate authority to declare it
audience responded to the play
so. So the important question to
with laughter at these scenes as
ask is why are people who
well as the many other scenes that
probably know otherwise intent
followed the same type of humor.
on passing this bill, which, on a
However, I felt that the laughter
moments reflection, would appear
was more from an uneasy, nervous
unworthy of the effort? There
source rather than from finding
are, I think, several plausable
hilarity in the situations. Many
answers.
people tend to laugh at those
One is that the bill has earned
things which shock or horrify
the support of some of the
them and I think that this element
youthful idealist who (a) don't
was prevelant in the Theatre
know much about constitutional
DeLys.
law and (b) couldn't give a damn
One could say that perhaps,
about it anyway. Further, the
Vonnegut meant to confront his
emotion which surrounds the
audience with this sort of black
Vietnam issue tends to make one humour, in hoping to make people
seek any opportunity to end the
realize the sickness of the world's
conflict even though the method
society. If this is Vonnegut's goal
has no chance to accomplish the
then I must state that he has more
desired goal.
than adequately succeeded and I
shall classify him (for this play at
Perhaps the proponents of the least) as being a pessimist, or, shall
bill would argue that in their I term myself an optimist?
frustration to end the war they
There are so many sources of
will try anything. Well , perhaps humor from which to choose so . However, they are being quite
deceitful in so far as they are
failing to communicate the merely
symbolic nature of such a gesture.
The Swim Team has started its
They may be raising in the hearts season. This year there is a men's
and minds of people in this state team as well as a women' s team.
and the nation the hope that this Men and women are needed. If
may be' a successful opportunity you aren't afraid of working and
to escape from the tragedy of the enloy swimming please come out.
war. They are in effect duping the The coachs and swimmers want to
people quite seriously. As I have have a great team, but we can't
indicated the Court could not swim with half a team. If you are
interested, please contact :
possibly uphold such a bill, and
Dr. Karbe (men's coach)
when the time comes for it to
George Medel (Men' s captain)
knock down the bill one will no
Mrs. Holden (women's coach)
doubt hear the cry of "fascism,"
Barbara Jones (women's
imperialists," and all the other
captain)
epitaphs which are directed at any
These people can and will
institution which seems .to uphold
an:;wer any questions you may
the status quo. All this could be
have.
avoided if (a) such a bill were
Don' t hesitate , come right
abandoned, or (b) the truth about
away.
the bill were revealed to the
We need PEOPLE!
general populace.

Notice

notice
The Sophomore Class, 1973, is having an all-college Talent Show,
including both Faculty and Students as performers and judges. The date .
is. THURSDAY, December 3, from 7:00-10:00 in the T .P.A. Admission
is free . Anybody interested in performing, contact Bob Powers in
Mailbox No. 3 by Thursday, Nov. 12. Auditions will be on Monday
night Nov. 16 at 7 :00 in the Little Theater. Prizes will include $75.00
ftrst prize, $50.00 second prize and_$25.00 for third prize.

usually t aken fr om world
situations in which people feel no
great embarrassment or sadness
and to which they can relate.
Examples might include
humeri tive interpretations of
spotlight characters or various
idiosyncrasies of particular
countries.
Death through murder or any
other means falls short of my
definition of humor. I can't be
obstinate , however, 1 must
examine another point of view
previous to ending this narrative.
Modern man is so beset with
horror and insecurity in today's
world that laughing in the face, so
to speak, of his fears and troubles
may be the only manner in which
he can survive with them or, shall
I say, in spite of them.
In any event, the play is
transmitting a commentary of this
centuries life style; a commentary
that doesn't allow one to leave the
theatre with quite the same
number of carefree feelings as
when one entered. I recommend
Happy Birthday, Wanda June if

Mr. & Mrs. Harry Ryan
in Happy Birthday

only for the fact that the play
made me examine my life and the
world in which I live a little more
closely than previously, and will
probably cause others the same
reaction.

Who Is ''Z''?

by Dr. John Shenis

Chairman Political Science Dept.
Grigorious Lambrakis Leader
of the Peace Movement in Greece.
The motion picture "Z" is
based upon a novel written by
Vassilis Vassilikos a young Greek
author who based his work upon
the political assassination of
Greek member of Parliament,
Gregorious Lambrakis in Solinika
on May 22 , 1963.
Vassilikos gave fictional names
to the actual participants of this
event in order to have his book
published in Greece . It appeared
just prior to the military takeover
in April I 967 and has since been
barL-ied in Greece .
Following is a listing of the
DRAMATIS PERSONAE and
their actual counterparts:
The murdered deputy :
Gregorios Lambrakis was a
physician by profession who
operated a free clinic for the poor
in Athens. As a marathon runner
he had won a championship in the
Balkan games. He was also a
professor of gynaecology at the
University of Athens . In 1961 he
was elected to parliament.
The two murders : One was
Spiros Gotzamanis a member of a
neo-fascist organization which was
headed Xenophone Yosmas a
former member of the German
supported government of Greece
during the German occupation.
The second was Emmanuel
Emmanoulidis, a common
criminal who had served prison
sentences for rape and indecent
assault.

Both of these men were freed
by the present Greek military
regime.
The Young idealistic
prosecutor : Cristos Sarzetakis
who at the time of the military
COUP was a judge. He was also
removed from the office by the
junta .
The Chief Prosecutor: Who
attempted to get Sarzetakis to
withdraw from the case was
Constantine Gollias who later
became the Prime Minister of the
military regime.
The Deputy beaten by
mistake : Greorgios Tsarouchas
was captured by the military
(Continued on Page 7)

Notices

Thursday, November 12th,
Downs Hall - Room A 7 :00 p.m.
Kapp a Delta Pi meeting
representative from Montessori
School All members welcome!

* * *

Elections were held in the
Elementary Education
Department for Student
Representation in Governance
Committees, Kenneth Davidson, a
senior, will be the representative
to the Promotion, Rentention and
Tenure Committek Betty Lou
Hamilton, Junior, to Personel
Relations Committeek and Rose
Ciacco Ragguci, senior, to the
Curriculum Committee.

* * *

No time for garbage! There will
be an anti-garbage , anti-lousy
looking campus meeting on
Thursday at 9: 30 in W-103 . If you
are
not
interested
get
interested.
When
you
are
interested , come to W-103 or
le.ave- name and mailbox number
in mailbox No. 14. ·
Any students who have filed
applications for membership to
the N.S.A. Record Club, and have
not yet heard a reply, contact:
Record Club of America
P.O.Box 22
York, Pa. 17405
Kenneth May,
N.S.A. co-ordinator
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The New Right
Ed : Mrs. Mattson, I've been
watching you from the window in
the Independent office. What are
you up to now?
Mrs. M.: Oh, hi, Ed. Here hold
this hammer, will you, while I get
a grip on this poster.
Ed: That's a big one. What does
it . . .
RESTORE
THE
MONARCHY??? Isn't that quite a
switch? Just last spring you were
wearing a headband during our
strike.
Mrs. M. : Yes Ed, I've put the
headband
into
mothballs
temporarily.
Ed : I think I'm going to have to
sit down. You've knocked the
pins out from under me. How
could this happen?
Mrs. M: It's really Dr. Siegel's
fault in a way. He suggested I do a
term paper on Charles Murras he was a French monarchist . .
When I do a term paper I like to
really live the part ... get inside
the role so to speak. It's the
Stanislavsky approach to term
papers.
Ed: How do you propose to go
about this restoration?
Mrs. M: Well, I've written to Her
Majesty, the Queen. I imagine I'll
be hearing any day now. This will
be quite a boon for the English.
They've slipped a notch or two in
the world lately and this should
put them right out in front again.
Ed: Do you think our country is
ready for this?
Mrs. M: Oh yes. There's been a
drift to the right, you know. Mr.
Abline mentioned that in his
column a while back. The way I
see it - why go half way with Mr.

Nixon and Mr. Agnew. The
monarchy will be much more
colorful.
Ed: Can you fill me in on your
close range plans? Maybe we can
· give this a little build up in the
Independent.
Mrs. M: That would be just great,
Ed. I've been planning to get
things going here on campus while
I'm waiting to hear from the
Queen. These posters are a start
and then I've got these British flag
stickers we can pass out for cars.
Ed :
They're
certainly
eye
catching.
Mrs. M: Yes , I thought so too. Of
course I'll need a staff. Al
McGarry has volunteered and I've
asked Bob Abline to head up the
heraldry committee. You can
imagine how many requests we'll
get for that. People will want to
know if they qualify for the
peerage. Do you think we could
get Ken Wilson in on this too?
Ed: I wouldn't count on it.
Mrs. M: You don't think he'd
catch fire?
Ed : Probably not. He might start
a few with these posters.
Mrs. M: Oh, I hope not. That
would be unsporting of him. Well
anyway, then I thought we could
stage a giant rally some noon out
here in front of the Student
Center. Maybe get the British
Consul to come over from New
York. Do you think your band
could play "God Save the
Queen?"
Ed : In rock tempo?
Mrs. M: Well yes. If we want to
get the young people behind this
we'll have to put it in their terms.

Then we'll need a food committee
too. How does tea and crumpets
sound to you?
Ed : Just fine. Bu t do you think
there are that many crumpets in
the United States?
Mrs. M: That could be a snag but
most grocers keep a few boxes .on
hand. Why don't I get out a form
letter to all the food stores in the
area and see if they could tum
over their crumpet supply to us
nex t week. I could have them sent
directly to the Independen t
office. Do you think you could
store
about
two
thousand
crumpets for a day or two?
Ed: We'll give it a try. It's for a
good cause. To think all this came
out of a term paper. Will you be
doing any more papers this
semester, Mrs. Mattson?
Mrs. M: Yes. I'm starting one now
for Mr. Letterese on the rise of
the Nazis.
Ed: OH, NO!!!!!!

Future Blues

Canned Heat's latest album,
Future Blues (LST ,JI 002) is an

example of how one of the much
heralded white blues bands of two
years ago can get down to playing
some fine , uncluttered (yet
refined) blues. This comes after
the band changed course and went
into " heavy" music - a big
mistake in their case as they began
to get obsessed with relying on
volume for excitement. The result
was noise . But apparen tly this is
(Continued from Page 6)
all in the past for Future Blues is
regime in May 1968 and according · juSt a fine fine (superfine?) album.
to the official police report " died
There is one irony which I
of a hemmorage" while in a police
car going from Salonika to won 't go into in the albums story.
Alan Wilson, vocals and guitar,
Athens.
The Chief of Police: Chief of plays a big part in making this
the Solonika police General record so good. Alan Wilson is
now dead . It remains to be seen
Kamoutsis .
Th e In s p ec t or of th e how Canned Heat will react
Gendarmery : General Mitsou musically. But the fact is that the
inspector of the Gendarmery of album is there and should be dealt
Northern Greece. Both men were with as music that IS not WAS .
fully exonerated by the military
junta.
Every tune on this album is
The musical score for the film good . Some are more outstanding
" Z" was written by the famous than others and some are more
Greek c omposer , Mikis outstanding than that. There are
Theodorakis, who was elected to three songs that I feel are in this
the seat of Gregorios Lamb rakis in last category and best show what
ball to Israel's 8 yd. line, Arab
the Greek parliamen t. Needless to Future Blues is all about.
hopes fo r scoring went up in
say he was also imprisoned by the
smoke as Israel's Golda Meir Greek junta and was only released
The first of these "Sugar Bee"
pounced on a fumble in the Arab
last spring due to international opens up the LP. Bob "the Beau"
backfield in the next play.
public pressure.
Hite literally sings his guts out.
With momentum behind them ,
The title song of the film To Alan Wilson's fine slide guitar
the Israeli offensive unit moved Gelasto Pedi, "the smiling boy" is shines throughout. But the beat
swiftly as Moshe Dayan hit from his work , Enas Omperos laid down by drummer Adalfo de
veteran · split-end
David "The Hostage". This was the la Parra steals the show . Listen to
Ben-Gurion with a long pass to musi c that Theodorakis had the way he toys with the high hat!
give Israel the ball on the Arab 42 written for the Irish playwright ,
yard stripe. The Arab defensive Brenden Behan for his play The
back King Faisal was called for Hostage. The song describes the
pass interference on the following death of a young Irish
play and Israel then had the ball revolutionary at the hands of the
on the 14 yd. line, Moshe Dayan British. With the death of
Student Life Committee ·of
hit Ben-Gurion in the end zone to Lambrakis, Theodorakis then
Student
Organization presents
give Israel their second TD. The dedicated this song to him and it
as part of its discussion series,
kick for the conversion was was sung widely throughout
Thursday, November 5, 1970,
blocked by Morocco' s King pre-junta Greece. The other songs
1:40 p.m. In W-300 A panel
Hassan.
in the film are excerpts from
discussion:
topic: The Press:
The win was the 8th other works written by
Does it tell it like it is?
conference victory in as many Theodorakis such as " The Ballad
Members of the panel: a
starts for the Israeli team. Coach of Malthauzen". Two of the songs
-representative
from
1.
Andrei Gretchko's Arabs dipped which are heard being sung by
Plainfield Courier. 2. Eliz.
to an 0-7-1 slate. They will Theodorakis were actually
Daily Journal. 3. Newark
attempt to go for their first co mposed during his
News. 4. Independent. 5.
victory Saturday night when they imprisonment and then smuggled
Zebra.
take on a U.N. Peace team under out.
PURPOSE: A first step
the tracer lights at Sinai Field.
The combination of the
toward
bringing about a better
ARABS - 7 0 0 0 - 7
tragedy of the assisination of
understanding
between
ISRAEL - 7 0 0 6 - 13
Lambrakis together with the
Arabs - Sadat 61 pass from haunting music of Theodorakis, · members of the outside
community and members of
Hussein (Arafat run)
and the realization that what the
the college community.
Israel - Dayan 54 run (Ebban viewer is witnessing is a true
For further information
kick)
episode , provides a fitting
contact Bob Young mailbox
Israel - ~n-Gurion 18 pass from backdrop for the tragedy that is
No. 117.
Dayan (kick failed)
present-day Greece.

Who Is
''Z''?

Israel Defeats
Arab All-Stars 13-7
By Jim De Martino

In a ma ko r Mid - E ast
Con fer en c e skirmish, Israel
handed the Arab All Stars their
7th defeat of the season by
recording a 13,7 victory yesterday
afternoon at Sinai Field.
The first quarter saw the Arabs
score first on a 61 yd. pass play
from quarterback King Hussein to
flanker Anwar Sadat. Fullback
Yasir Arafat plunged of( tackle to
give the Arabs a 7 ,0 lead.
Israel scored with I :22 left to
play in the first half when Moshe
Dayan returned an Arab •punt 54
yards to paydirt. Abba Eban's
kick sailed through the uprights to
make the score 7, 7 where it stood
at the half.
Israel unleased a furious aerial
attack in the third stanza, but
quarterback Moshe Dayan's long
bombs fell short of their intended
targets. The Arab ground game
was stymied in this quarter as a
blitzing Israeli front line dumped
the Arab runners for constant
losses in yardage,
With the score still deadlocked
in the fourth quater, the Arabs
began to move their offensive
game by virtue of a well,executed
end sweep by Dr, George Habash.
On the following play, Hussein hit
Algeria's Houari Boumedienne
with a screen pass who took the

It's like a fisherman dangling his
bait around to excite the fish-and
we are th fish.
"Skat" is a different story
altogether. Its a-are you ready 1930's swing jazz number replete
with Glenn Miller horns , acoustic
type bass, and Alan Wilson's jazz
singing unite into a cut that would
have made Benny Goodman
provado play it for your parents
they'll probably dig it:
The last of the aforementioned
outstanding cuts is " Lets Work
Together" the Wilber Harrison ( of
"Kansas City" fame) tune.
Although the song sounds like it
was recorded in a garage , the
message comes through loud and
clear. This little ditty was released
as a single and even played on
WABC for about three days. Well ,
at least they played it.
J think what Canned Heat are
best trying to say on this piece of
vynel is expressed best on the last
two cuts, "So Sad (The Worlds In
A Tangle)" and "Future Blues."
In "So Sad Bear sings his appeal
to Middle America:
"Listen to me you old folk
this whole world had gotta change
If the bombs start a-fallin
there'll be no home on the range."
This is present blues. It is real.
But what about future blues?
Canned Heat reveals to us that
future blues really exist , as thete

won 't be anything to be blue
about (as long as we kept home
on the range in one piece.)
Canned Heat thinks there is
hope. Lets hope so.

Et 1en lwthin~ et·er~· da~·
c un't sto/> it.
Fem inine odo r start s intern a ll v. a nJ n;, anlllu nt 0f hathin~ ~an n.:nw,·<: it. Soap and
water simply c rn 't rea,·h the
a rea where t he odo r starts.
That 's the n:ason you necJ
Norfo rms · ... th !.' sl.'conJ J,..uJorw u.· These rinv internal suppo~itones kill ~crms-sto podo r
cffccti,·cl y yet safdy . In fact , gentle, Jocttn-tcsteJ Norforms arc
so safe and eas y to u~e. you can
use them as often as nect:ssary .
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More Sound and Fury

Butterflies Are

Freshman
Speaks

Two-Winged

(Continued from Page 4)

not trying to pat ourselves on the
back bu t we are tired of the
comments that get back to us the
day after a game. Homecoming
weekend we were out in full force
to · support our team, and the
stands were full of supposed
"cheering crowds" .Well, all of you
people who criticized, we would
like to see you pull cheers out of
silent, blank faces. Spectators yes,
supporters of our team NO!
Another major complaint was
placed against us for th e small pep
rally given f:riday afternoon in
front of the snack bar. It was not
elaborate or planned on, as we
were given about 2 hours notice
to go home and get our uniforms.
However, it was given with the
right . intentions, and given with
pride for the team.
A last and important rebuttal is
directed to the black members of
our student body . Too much
ciriticism has come out of you .
You seem to feel, for some
unknown reason, that your
members could do a better job,
and we have all heard so. To set
the records straight, there are
tryouts in May. Any girl may
tryout , if she is qualified she will
be chosen. We have a constitution
under which we have restrictions
and responsibilities to ourselves,
our school, and our advisor. We
give favors to no one, black or
white. This year you were
represented, but unfortunately
due to her own neglect, according
to our constitution, she was
removed . We need a team of girls

who are ready and willing to show
up when they are needed , not
when it is suuitable to them.
On last thing remains to be
said. We really try, although you
may not think so. We never want
to let our teams or you down.
like the teams we cheer for, we
would like you to be proud of us,
and to express our feelings on the
matter a quote from the 1970
Memorabilia sums it up . ... "
Among the crowds, a special
group of spectators is fait hful to a
team that maintains a heavy
schedule. Always spirited, they
motivate an d stimulate a
sometimes barren bleacher. Make
them cheer, make them shout,
and keep them smiling is their
difficult task. And after it's all
over and the echoes return to an
empty court, who remains to
cheer for them? The glory of a
cheerleader is a personal one, and
each would have it no other way ."
1970-1971 Newark
State Cheerleaders

To the Editor:
Yesterday, Qct. 29, someone
very deliverately removed
everybody's freshman council
campaign posters. Whoever you
are, you were wrong to do so. All
of the candidates and their friends
spent a great deal of time, effort,
and money on these posters,
which now must be duplicated. If
you really wanted to do
something about the appearance
of our campus you should gripe to
the election committee, which
regulates campaigning, or work to
get more trash cans installed. Far
from doing anything positive,
your actions have made for a very
frustrating experience for many
freshmen.
In response to Lena Weiner's
letter of Oct. 29: If elected, I will
work to get our class everything it
deserves. At present we have
unequal representation on the
Council. Freshemn have 5
representatives and seniors have
15. Our class numbers 1153 and ·
there are a few hundred less
seniors. I propose representation
on a 100 to I basis. Our $70 per
year activities fee is controlled by
Council and if we pay an equal
amount we must have an equal
voice in where it goes .
Recently I have been working
on the Student Life Committee.
We are now in the process of
investigating the Snack Bar's
contract in an effort to get better
food at lower prices. The way it is
now , it's impossible to eat
anything resembling lunch for less
than a dollar. As to your question
on qualifications, I've served on
Student Council for four years at
Cranford High School. Right now ,
I'm trying to get a mailbox for
communication. I thank you for
your interest in this election.
Sincerely,
Ed Mulkeen
Candidate for
Student Council

Thank

You

To the Editor,
Once again I find myself
writing to "Sound and . Fury,"
somewhat in the same vain that I
had written last time . I thought
the Lummax Poll was great. It is
just one more exemplification of
the humor, wits, and satires,
employed by the INDEPEN-

SATURDAY'S CHILD

DENT. It is a beautiful way to
drive home a point and set people
straight. Keep up the good work.
Showing an avid interest,
Gregory P. Manzione
Formerly G.P.M . in
, the 10/8/70 issue

Good
Sound
To the Editor,
Last week in the "Sound and
Fury" column there was a request
for more sound and less fury,
You're right,
I am a Senior on this campus
and it took me three years to
learn that some of the hierarchy
on this campus do care.
· I would publicly like to thank
Dexter Pease and Lawrence
Boeglin for their kind and · time
consuming cooperation.
Dr, Arnold and Dr, Handler,
thank you for listening. Dr,
Dolkey , your assistance is greatly
appreciated,
To anyone and everyone I've
not mentioned who has taken
time to help a student, Thank
you,
Peace ,
Barb Sacken

Grateful
To the Editor
{and whoever else would
like to listen),
One day last week I lost my
trusty NSC Assignment Book.
Judging from previous experience
(I have a tendency to lose things if
they're not pinned , sewn or glued
on to me), I thought for sure that
I would never see it again,
But sure enough the very next
day I received a phone call from a
considerate woman at the
information desk. She said that a
kind soul had found and turned in
my book and to pick it up
whenever I had the time. Grateful
for the indomitable goodin human
nature , I had a real great feeling in
me for the rest of the day , It is
inspiring to know that out of
12,000 students it still is the
individual who counts!
Come to think of it when
something "nice" happens to me,
I begin to realize that the world is
full of fantastic people and
situations (does that sound odd?),
And it is in relation to this fact
that I say: "Thanks Ed and crew
for being fantastic people and for
creating a fantastic situation - to
be INDEPENDENT!
Peace ,
Antoinette
Fedrico
Class ' 74

''Has It All"

Classified

FURS & SUEDES

For Sale: Epiphone Folk
Guitar $5 00.00 New, Now in
Excellent Condition $125.00
Call 686-7088 or M.B. 140

"Antique" Fur Coats
Ponchos
Vests
Belts

Coats
Bags
Bands
Novelties

OPEN SAT UR DA VS ONLY
201-584-5056

* * *

F o r Sale : 1958 Cadillac
Ambulance - Good Condition
Needs Brakes - Will sell to
highest bidder by Dec. 1st.
Contact Mr. Brown Union
Council B.S.A. 354-5676.

* * *
RTS. 10 & 46 Ledgewood (Traffic Circle), N.J.

VD. is coming November 11.

by Mary Ann Leidell

"Ah", I exclaimed with
pleasure at the conclusion of
Butterflies Are Free while my
roomate simultaneously stated
with displeasure "Ugh," I
identified with the ending - she
obviously didn't .
Don Baker - the blind young
man who had been sheltered for
all of his twenty-one years by a
loving, concerned mother - that
is - until one month ago. Yes,
Don Baker left Scarsdale, NY for
the security and comfort of his
own apartment on East 11th
Street in NYC .
Despite his efforts to the
contrary, complication ensue and
Don Baker falls in love with a
flighty (to say the least) actress.
(It's at this point that my roomate
and I split from a previously
homeogenous path).
When Jill Tanner decides to
split with an off-Broadway
producer, Don Baker splits - into
tears - but not until his mother
has rejected him (finally!) by
stating "I'm beginning to live my
own life" {or something to that
effect). Don Baker is left to his
own resources for the night and
for the first time in his life, is
forced to fight for his teddy bear
- presently in the form of Jill
Tanner - and fight he does!
He spews out a lecture
concerning adult infantilism {he
certainly is qualified after having
been left to his won resources for
an entire month, but then,
changes of this nature are apt to
occur quite suddenly). Jill Tanner
still splits, Don Baker has a
tantrum and is rudely disturbed
by - who else but Jill Tanner
possessing an abrupt change of
heart.
One leaves the Booth theatre
with the feeling that she' s going to
give adult responsibility the old
college try. She'll probably like it
too!

by R. Robertson
Butteflies Are Free has great

poten t ial : good story line,
• interesting setting, funny lines;
but when it all combines it's just
what the "tight-assed bitches from
Scarsdale want."
There are only four characters,
two principals, that's great, no
confosion. They could mold the
play . . . but they are so
predictable.
You know that Don Baker is a
momma's boy just breaking away
from the womb : You must feel
sorry for him. He's handicapped,
so you have to like him. Dut he
can kid about his handicap. In
fact, he reminds the audience
every minute that he can joke
about it.
.
Enter the female . She's not a
butterfly , butterflies are slower.
The audience was not allowed to
forget for one second that she was
flighty. She'd be great in a puppet
show.
Mom comes in to check out
dear son Donny's apartment. I
can't say anything against Ma, she
was the only real character.
Maybe she was so good because
she wasn't acting. "Rosemary
Murphy (Mrs. Baker) is a regular
in CBS-TV's "The Secret Storm"
who had her musical debut in
Mame at Cape Cod." A perfect
choice.
Butterflies Are Free was
potentially a natural love story, a
beautiful tale. But to make it
what is is: build a "cool" set
complete with a bed on stilts and
a junky radiator. Handpick two
actors, two actresses, make sure
they're not people. Add a few side
splitting lines (yuk yuk), but
don't forget the sad , human
quirks. Let these elements mix
together for a little while . Blend
all ingredients, rub them into the
audience. This is a great recipe for
pure, unadulterated CORN.
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Having a problem? . .. Serving you the Executive Board
members of Student Organization

have set aside the

following office hours especially for you . ...

Dave Lichtenstein, President ................ Tuesday, 3rd period, ·
Thursday 3rd, Friday 5th
'

.

Tony Levi, Vice-President ............... Monday 4th, Friday 2nd
Joanne Patriarcha, Secretary .............. Monday 3rd, Friday 5th
Diane Broogos, Ass't Secretary ..................... Tuesday, 4th
Mike Napurano, Treasurer .......... .· ............. Wednesday, 2nd
Wanda Koiodjei, Ass't Treasurer .................... Thursday 2nd
Tom Lindia, President-Class of 1971 ................ Thursday 3rd
Alan McGarry, President-Class of 1972 ............. Wednesday 3rd
Bob Powers, President-Class of 1973 .................. Friday 3rd
Marc Sonnenthal, President-Class of 1974 ........... Wednesday 4th
. The Student Organization offices are located in the College Center
Building, adjacent to the TV room.

HOPE TO SEE YOU SOON.
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19 Faculty--1970 Exhibited
by Kathy Meade

The physical beauty of our
campus leaves much to be desired
- mud to our ankles, cars
everywhere, and all the giant
gnarles trees a thing of the past.
Right now , however, there is
beauty on campus! "19 Faculty 1970" presents a spectrum of
styles and methods which are so
successfully pursued by members
of the Fine Arts far: ulty now
exhibiting in the two galleries on
campus. The works displayed
leave no doub t of the excellence
w h ich exists wi thin th e
departme nt.
An opening o n October 17 th ,
coinc iding with Homecoming
fes tivities, allowed friend s and
families of the artists, as well as
alumni, to enjoy the fine results
of weeks of coordinatio n by Zara
C o han , department exhibitio n
co mmittee chairman. The wo rks
are professionally arra nged to
show each piece to its fullest
advantage .
The range of difference is
impressive - from the welded
copper pieces of Fred Schwartz to
·the poured latex of Charles
Simonds, the hard edge abstract
of Vito Giacalone to the abstracts
of Michael Metzger and Bernard

Leonard Pierro, Feed;
Breakdown of Structure)

Digest; Consume

Lipscomb - bo th of the latter
loos ely cat e gorizable under
"a b strac t expressio nism", but
each completely individual and
distinguished by his unique view .
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Methodical

in their compl exity , while Lenny
Pierro's mo no-print series is no
less complex because of its
see min g simpli city . P ea rl
Greenberg added a light touch to
the exhibitio n with BIRDBATH SLIGHTLY USED - a " soft"
sculpture .
The exhibitio n is a pleasant
reminder o f the creativity and
skill found in the Art Department
which should be a source of pride
fo r all members of the college
community. Their excellence
stands as a tribute and as
inspiration . We should press to see
more of their work more often; it
seems well worth our effort. For a
respite from our ugly campus , do
spend some time in the galleries,
the beauty of spirit and skill of
the artists presented will make an
enjoyable impact.
The following lists includes the
artists participating in the exhibit,
and their works presented :
W. Carl Burger: Target series
(watercolor and krylon ; Little
Gallery) Academie Le Jungle (in
and acrylic; Gallery A 102).
Carol Cade : To Measure Time
(acrylic on canvas; Little Gallery)
Dark Mandala III ( acrylic on
canvas; Gallery A l 02).
John Cornish : Untitled (acrylic

The craft smanship of Austin
Goodwin and Stan Buchner in the
design and execution o f the
ceremonial mace and chain with
case is an impressive tribute to
creativity primed with care o f
precious materials, and skill in
their m a nipulation . Alec
Nicolescu' s piece , in the Marcel
Duchamp tradition, is , in fact ,
quite similar to various pieces the
latter did in preparation for his
last major work . Can Alec have a
surprise in store for us? The
assemblage drawings of Johann
Jochnowitz are obviously skillful

Richard_Nixon:
Super-Star
8E,1t1VIIA

(The
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recognize them for what they are :
no t romatic revolutionaries, but
the same things that have always
plagued a good people ."
(But gee , wasn' t there a
pre sid e ntial comrruss1on that
issued a report stating that unrest
in the country WAS and IS due
to . . . oh , rm sorry . l guess I
sho uld have known better to
believe them , after all , if yo u can 't
;I',.
believe the PRESIDENT . . . but
does he really know what's going
on with young people? Oh, l
fo rgot all about Tricia .)
While Nixon was giving advice
on
American education , " Hit the
)--#
books or hit the road ," Agnew
by Ed Naha
was talking in terms of " garbage"
In the grand tradi tion· of president looked America in the that sh ould be swept fo rever from
A me ri ca. " Thin gs"
American heroes with in tell ectual eye and said :
"
h oo dl ems"... "garb age" ...
"
As
long
as
I
am
President
,
no
appeal, in the tradition of Pinky
"
radical
liberals" . .. all this from .
·
band
of
violent
thugs
is
going
to
Lee, Durwood Kirb y, and the
brave and courageous Rin-Tin-Tin, keep me from going out and the dynamic duo that promised to
comes the bravest, the most s p ea king with the American BRING US TOGETHER AGAJN .
courageous gang-buster of them peo ple wherever they want to I guess they mean to do it by
all ... Richard Milhouse Nixon . hear me and wherever I want to means of a head-on collision .
And so, as the sun sinks sl owly
This is not the sniveling, inept go. This is a free country and I
in
the
West bathing our hero in its
Rich ard Nixon we remember from fully in te nd to share that freedom
golden light and basking the LAW
the Eisenhower administration, with my fellow citizens."
and ORDER phraseology in a
the Richard Nixon who did so
(Bu t isn't there somethi ng in rich , fl ag-waving glow , we hear
much for foreign relations when
our fearless leader speaking above
he was greeted by the friendly the air about a police no-knock
the stra in s of " God Bless
law
that
would
deprive
...
what?
natives of Caracas with rocks and
America"
stating: " We could see
anythi ng that" was throwable ; this oh , I'm sorry. Those peo ple don't
the hate in their faces as we drove
is the new, improved Nixon, the count.)
Nixon branded as "pure into the city, and in the obscene
upholder of truth and freedom,
nonsense"
and an "alibi for signs THEY waved . We could hear
the scourge . of those liberal
the hate in THEIR voices as
radicals, the super-president of the violence" the idea that violent
THEY
chanted THEIR
dissent is caused by the Vietnam
United States of America .
obscenities."
"HATE" " HA TE"
Commenting on a blast from war. Nixon said that violence in
"HATE."
the past last week wherein San America today is not caused by
Thank you, Mr. President.
Jose
California staged a the war or repression. "There is
May I genuflect now?
no
romantic
ideal
involved
.
Let's
Caracas-like welcome , our

...

"
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on canvas; Gallery Al 02) Untitled
(acrylic on canvas ; Little Gallery) .
Vito Giacalone : Meta 1 (Vector
Series) (acrylic-aluminum ; Little
Gallery) V-2 (Vector Series)
(acrylic aluminum; Little Gallery)
Shift (Vector Series) ( collage,
ac rylic-aluminum ; Gallery A 102)
Ina Golub: Les Religieuses
( tapestry-wool & linen ; Gallery
Al02)
E. Austin Goodwin: Chess Set
Wit h Box ( b ro n ze, si lver,
chestnut; Gallery Al02) Chess Set

.

. ........... .

Johann Michael Jochnowitz:
Vishnu's May a (drawing
assemblage: Gallery) Yoni
(drawing assemblage; Gallery
Al02)
David W . Jones : Ja r
(stoneware; Gallery Al02) Bottle
(stoneware; Gallery Al02) Argo
Who? (masonite , steel & paint ;
Little Gallery)
H. Bernard Lipscomb III :
Untitled (mixed media on canvas;
Little Gallery) Untitled ( acrylic
on paper under glass; Gallery
Al02)
Michael Metzger: De Kalb ( oil
o n ca nv as; Li t tl e Gallery)
G o nomony (ink drawing on
paper; Gallery Al02)
Alec Nicolescu : This Space
Re served for Alec Nicolescu
(mixed media; Little Gallery)
L eo n ard C. Pierro: Feed ;
Digest ; Consume (the methodical
br ea kd o wn of structur e )
(monoprint/mixed media ; Little
Gallery) Feed ; Digest ; Consume
(embossing/ink , Gallery A 102)
Fred R. Schwartz: Case Study
(welded copper; Little Gallery)
Miroir ( welded copper ; Gallery
A-102)
Charles F. Simonds: Untitled
(latex rubber ; Little Gallery)
David Troy: Foot (latex and
beach sand; Little Gallery)
Untit led ( p o l yester reisen,
fi b erglas, steel bolts; Little
Gallery)
Theodosius Victoria : View
(plastic, lens; Gallery Al02)
Permanent View (transparency
and pJastic; Little Gallery)

·_- _. . \ii]~
V ito Giacolone

Game Board Case (set: silver ,
ebony, chestnut , ivory and gem
stones. Board : avodire, rosewood ,
teak . Case: rosewood & silver;
Gallery A 102).
Pearl Greenberg: Cross-Section
of an Imaginary Plant ; Model for a
wall hanging, (l" = 6" (wool,
cotton and linen ; Gallery Al02)
Flexible Bird Bath, Slightly Used.
(wool, cotton , linen, plastic; Little
Gallery)
J ames Howe: Kochel 440
(acrylic inks on burlap & other
fabrics ; Little Gallery) Golden
Stairs (inks on gesso , burlap;
Gallery A 102)

Martin

S tan

Ruchner

&

E.

Austin Goodwin: Ceremonial
Mace and Chain with Display Case
(rosewood , silver, enameled silver;
Little Gallery)
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Squires Drop to Jersey City 3-2
The Newark State soccer team
lost 3-2 in a close game to Jersey
City State at 11 :00 am. Saturday,
in Jersey City.
The Blue clad Squires kept
Jersey City off balance as Harry
Berger scored the first goal,
putting Newark State in an early
lead in the opening quarter.
The Squire defense slackened
when Nelson Hoyos and Carlos
Parea of Jersey City broke
through the Squire lines to score
two goals in the second period.
However, Newark State made a
quick come back early in the third
period as Hank Rutkowski scored
the typing goal 30 seconds into
the period.
Jersey City' s winning goal
came shortly after in the same
period, again scored by Carlos
Parea.
Squires Bob Gorsky and Mike
Natale played a fast game and
kept Jersey City on the alert . Ivo
Lekich shot the only Squire
corner kick in the game.
Jorge Barca's 17 saves boosted
the enthusiasm of the Squire fans

as the on-lookers anticipated an
unscored goal.
Nonetheless, Newark State's
weakness fell in insufficient
shooting resulting from lack of
good timing.
Squire fans , however, have
little to worry about. It is

apparent that the Squire's skills
should be better proved in their
succeeding games.
Concluding Soccer Schedule
Nov. 7 Sat. - NSC vs. Alumni,
Home, 11 :00.

Womens Hockey Team
NSC Bows to NYIT 20-14 Falls to PSC .& FDU
by Bob Burkhardt

Newark State playing with half
a squad , got the Royal Shaft and
went on to lose to New York
Institute of Technology 20-14.
On the first series of · plays
Wi\bur Aikens was clipped and
J...no,;;kcd o ut of the gtunc

with

what looked like a knee injury . He
joined G ar y Pieretti , Joe
Stephanick, Harold Gray and Fred
Brown on the sidelines; all of
which are from the defensive unit.
N.Y.I.T. scored first on a yard
plunge by quarterback Levine.
This came in the second quarter
after a 45 yard drive by the Bears.
The two point conversion failed
and N.Y.I.T. led 6-0. Newark
scored late in the quarter on a 4
yard run by Jim Cannizzo. This
was set up by a 55 yard jaunt by
Greg Smith, who carried the ball
J 6 times for J 04 yards. The drive
totaled 66 yards in 5 plays. The
extra point was good by
Montefusco and the Squires led at
halftime 7-6.
After a few exchanges of punts
in the third quarter , the Bears had
the ball on Newark's 30 yard line.
The first three downs they tried
to pass but were stopped on
fourth and twelve , the Bears
screened to the left to halfback
Szawzzuk and he scampered
untouched 32 yards for the score.
The two point conversion was
successful this time and N.Y J .T.
led 14-7.

Newark tried for the first down
on 4th and inches on their 48
yard line, but the referee nullified
what seemed to be a two yard
gain by Ron Stone by saying he
fumbled the ball. The ref then
moved the ball back a couple of
yards and Newark didn 't make it.
Royal Shaft , phase one. N.Y.l.T.
then proceeded to move the ball,
and on the 3rd and 6, Szawzzuk
ran ten yards for the score. The
two point conversion failed and
the bears led 20-7.

Once again Newark came back
on good running by Smith,
Cannizzo, and Joe Yeadon. On
3rd and 5, Greg Smith took the
ball in with the extra point, the
score N.Y .I.T. 20, N.S.C . 14.

With time running out on the
Squires, the defense stiffened and
forced N.Y.I.T. to punt on fourth
and four. Shaft phase two : the
offensive guard stood up and flags
were thrown everywhere . The
penalty was against Newark State
for drawing the offensive offside ;
a call which was not only stupid
but impossible. Newark got the
ball back late in the fourth
quarter, but their drive was
nullified when on the 4th and 12,
a pass from Smith to Yeadon fell
short by a yard. N.Y.I.T. took
over on downs and proceeded to
run out the clock . Final score
20-14.

by Tom O'Donnell

The second game of the day will
pit Nu Delta Pi against Sigma Beta
Tau. Game time is 12:30. Both
games will be played on the field
behind the gym . Nu Sigma Phi

0 7 0 7 - 14
NSC
N.Y.I.T.
0 6 8 6 - 20
N.Y . - 1 yd run , Levine (run
failed)
N.S .C . - 4 yd run , Cannizzo
(kick , Montefusco)
Y. - 32 yd pass, Levine lo
Szawzzuk (pass from Levine lo
Case)
N.Y. - IO yd run, Szawzzuk (pass
failed)
N.S.C. - 5 yd run, Smith
(Montefusco kick)
NSC
N.Y.l.T.
1st downs
6
12
rushing
192
201
passing
10
91
completions J-5
5-19
intercepted by 2
0
fumbles lost 0
J
penalties
3-25
4-50
punts
7-50 av. 6-34 av.

WRA
NEWS

Swimming is a vital sport at
NSC. Under the direction of Mrs.
Holden of the the Physical
Education Dept., swim meets have
already begun to be scheduled.
The first two are set in December
on the 10th and 17th. NSC's team
will compete against Montclair
State and Lehman College. Both
events will be held in NSC's pool.
Anyone interested in participating
in the competition or even just to
get enjoyment and exercise by
joining the swim team is welcome
does not start play until the to attend practices. These are
following Sunday when they play already in progress every Monday
Chi in the afternoon game. The and Wednesday from 3-4 P.M: and
entire schedule is as follows:
Tuesday and Thursday from 4-5
Nov. 8 - f0 :00 - Chi vs. Mu - · P.M:
12 :30 - Pi vs. Tau.
Basketball season will start
Nov . 15 - 10:00 - Pi vs. Mu - very
soon.
NSC's women's
12:30 - Chi vs. Phi.
basketball team needs members.
Nov. 22 - 10:00 - Pi vs. Chi - All students who are interested in
12:30 - Phi vs. Tau
trying out should first report to
Nov. 29 - 10:00 - Phi. vs. Mu Mrs. Scuderi of the Physical
- 12:30 - Tau vs. Chi.
Education Dept. Practices start
Dec. 6 ~ 10:00 - Pi vs. Phi November 12th at 7:00 P.M; in
12 :30 - Tau vs. Mu .
Gyms Band C.

Greek Ban Opens Sunday
This year's Greek football
season opens up this Sunday when
defending champion Sigma Theta
Chi takes on Alpha Sigma Mu at
10:00. Chi will be seeking to
what they won last year in a
playoff game with Nu Delta Pi.

H,:tH~~:.·:oo_NSCvs.Sac,ed

by Jennifer Perone

Newark State's Women's Field
Hockey Team followed up last
month's impressive win with two
disappointing losses on the 27th
and 29th of October. This
lowered NSC's record to one win
three losses for the season thus
far. The first game was conceded
to Paterson State. It was a home
game in which both Varsity and
Junior Varsity participated. The
game was a close one and the
Paterson team afforded NSC some
tough
competition.
Arlene
Jackim, captain of the team,
managed to score for NSC but
Newark State's efforts weren't
quite good enough to win over
their opponents. Final scored gave
a 2-1 victory to Paterson State.
The next game of the month
was a rainout from the 22nd. NSC

varsity played against Fairleigh
Dickinson on FDU's home fields.
Both teams were not up to their
usual standard of performance
and played badly. Newark State
was so off, the team wasn't even
able to score a single goal. FDU
wasn't much better, however, and
barely managed their 1-0 win over
our team.
Despite
these
temporary
setbacks, team spirit remains high.
There is still pienty of the field
hockey season left to go in which
the NSC women's team will have a
chance to redeem themselves.
Their next game is scheduled
against Lehman College on the
10th of November, at 3:30. It will
be a J.V. game and will be played
on Lehman's hockey fields.

FUMBLE!

by Luis Sanchez
Greek Football is here anew.
And it looks like another thrilling
season as the various fraternities
practice and psyche themselves
for the games ahead.

Above all, the MU's seem to
have acquired somewhat of an
incentive. Defeatism is a no-no.

They will win four, but will be
satisfied with three. Two victories
will not do. They will be driving
hard ; and hard means aah! boom!
Soon, all will know.
The MU's have implemented a
new approach to the game. It will
never be the same after this
season. As a matter of fact, now
that V .D: is on the way, a lot of
things on this campus may never
be the same again. And football is
a contact sport?
Only-time will tell. The Greeks
have always provided some good
laughs. We look forward to the
Greek gamesto entertain us again.
We'll be watching, especially, for
the return of Greek football MU
style.
Soon, all will know.

All students, faculty and staff
of NSC are invited to participate
in
Newark
State's
Co-ed
Recreational ICE SKATING It's
free
and
available
every
Wednesday, 4th period from
12: 25-1:25. If you have to rent

skates it's only 50c. An instructor
is provided for anyone who wants
to learn. The skating is held at
Warinanco Park's Ice Skating
Center
which
is
covered.
Instructions on how to get there
are available in the gym.

However, this season, all eyes
are on MU. If you remember last
year (and who doesn't), the MU's
ended
their
season
most
catastrophically :
scoreless.
They're out to prevent a second
occurrence. They ·have new blood
among their ranks ; and it all looks
most promising. There is petty
talk about vengence, but it's only
talk.

I
DATE
EVENT
MONDAY,NOVEMBER9~
4:00-6:00
College Conference Committee Meeting
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10~ .
1 :40-2: 55
SCA TE Meeting
1:40-2:55
English Club Meeting
1 :40-2 :55
Traditions Committee Meeting
1 :40-2:55
Reader's Theatre
1:40-4:00
Curriculum Committee Meeting
3:00-5:00
Faculty Senate Meeting
3:30 P.M .
Women's Field Hockey : Lehman College
6 :00-10:00
Draft Counseling
7:00-10:00
Messiah Rehearsal
WEQNESDAY,NOVEMBER 11~
3 :00 P.M.
Soccer: Sacred Heart
7:00-12:00
Coffee House
THURSDAY.NOVEMBER 12~
9:30-2:30
Field Services Mtg. for Supervisors
1:40-2: 55
Republican Club Meeting
1 :40-2:55
SCATE Meeting
7:00-9:00
Kappa Delta Pi Meeting
7:00-11 :00
CCB Film Committee Movie
" Knife in the Water"
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13th
5:00-9:00
CBA rehearsal
7:00-12:00
Coffee House
SATURDAY,NOVEMBER14~
9:00-1 :40
Adult Education Conference

I l'I DEP El'I DEt'1·r
PLACE
Downs Hall, Room B
Alumni Lounge
Willis 200
Willis 104
Little Theatre
T 107
Library Cont. Room-2nd floor
Away
Activities Bldg.- Room B
Little Theatre
Home
Hex Room
Downs Hall, Room A
Willis 100
Alumni Lounge
Downs Hall, Room A
Little Theatre

Little Theatre
Hex Room
Alumni Lounge, Little Theatre &
Sloan Lounge

Code of Behavior
.

Public Committee Meeting
Today at 1:40 pm
Coffeehouse
and Nov. 12th 7 :00 pm
Coffeehouse
Revisions to be discussed

Faculty Art ..

• •

1970

See Page 10

